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PREFACE 

fue one daY symposium conducted on 28th March, 

1969, by the Institute of Mathems.tical Sciences, Madras, 

was inaugurated by professor Alladi Ro.mal<rishnan, Director. 

In his inaugural address he pointed out that one can neither 

over emphasize nor under estimate the role played by mode·rn 

computers in a developing country. Professor A.P. 

J ambulingam, Principal,' Techni cal Te achE r' sTraining 

Institute, ~raS' the Chairman of the morning session. Dr. 

S.Natarajan', Fundamental EngineEring Research Establishment, 

spoke about the Synthesis of Finite-State machines and pointed 

out the role of Boolean algebra in computer design. Dr. 

K. AnanthanaraYanan, Mat science, emphasi z.ed the vi tal role 

of Computers in solving problems in Nuclear Physics. Dr. 

V.Devanathan, University of Madras, pointed out the differences 

behleen hlO of thE programming languages, ALGOL and FORTRAN. 

In the afternoon session; Hr.K,Srinivasa Rao, 

Matscience, hi~hlighted the uses of Computers in Industry, 

Viz. GamES, Printing and Editing, Machine translation of 

languages,' design of Optical systems and Crystallography. 

Nr.M.S.Jayaraman, International Computers and Tabulators 

(India) Pvt. Ltd., dilated upon the thrilling idEa of 

building up of a thinking machine and stressed in particular 

the uses of Computers in medical diagnosis and treatment of 

diseases; Nr;S;Nagarajanj Matso.ence, dealt with non-linear 

problems in Fluid Dynamics that can be attempted only with 
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Computers. Mr.S.Sivaraman, International Business Machines 

Corporation, spoke on the role of IBI1 in providing Computer 

facilities in India. He discussed the relative efficiencies 

and capaci tie s of various IBI1 Compute rs now in l1adras. 

This report contains in addition to the articles 

of the lectures in the one-day symposium, a contributed 

article by Dr.K.Chandrasel'haran c:nd Nr.P.K.Seshan, of the 

Chemical Engineering Department, A.C.College of Technology, 

Madr&s. 

K • S. R . 
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ll'UI1ERICAL INTEG~ATIOH OF SCHRCPlt'GER EQUA');.lON 

K. AnanthanaraYE.ncn, 
Nc,tscience, Hadr5s. 
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To find the binding 6nergy of two psrticles in 

, " 

,. :' 

2 s 

configur&tion wi th E' hc,rd core two body pot6nti81, the exact 

solution of the "nNe function is needed, since the Born 
• 

approximation does not \>Iork. Actually, 

- 00 

end (1) 

is the Schrodinge r e CJ.uati on for ~ 0: 'X c -= 1-- < «:) , whe re \>Ie 

h8v6 USE:d b~ j~-hw as the unit of length and itw flS the 

unit of energy. The bound&ry ccnditions are 

We now exp[,nd IjJ(X) in a set of orthogonE,l functions 

,\>Ih6 re 

i (x)::: Z O-'YI cp'fl (x) 
1'1 

'R Cd is th¢lc'rmcnic oscil18tor Wave function for 1=0, 
'flO 

RYlI (x.) 

",he re 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
\ 
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He re A is 8 V 8 ri G.tiond pc rBmete r Vlhich is used to scale the 
• 

Vlave functions. Substituting (3) in (1) 2nd using th6 hannonic 

oscillcitor differenti.!l.l equBtions 

~. 0'Yl i [.~ + x~ - tJ b}tl-yL + 
'Yl 'f. 

cOs . 2 1 '2.' • + d=t K1\'o(i.)[( >- - ;A'-)y" -+ ?- ~ XC 1..J 1<.)10 (=t:) -t (6) 
o 

+ t d t: Rn'oU:) V (b(iI 1.+~)] RYlO (i) 1 -:;:: 0 

where 6~ = 4n-l is the oscil] ator energy. This is en Exact 

inf:ini te dimensionel mat rix EigEn V' olUE equl]ti oni But it cm 

b6 shoVin thf,t by restricting the vclUES of n end n' - i.-E, by 

r€stri<:ting the dim6nsiondity of thE matrix to be finitE"" VI€ 

CE.n solV6 6<.[. (6) to get the 10Vl6st eigen vBluE of the restricted 

. Dll]trix Vlhich will be an Ufp6i' bound for the true eigen value. 

For [; rEstricted dimensionality of the metrix, Vie vary A until 

a minimum is found. T:1E siz6 of thE·m::;trix is incrEased Bnd the 

wholE proCEdurE is repEatEd. It is found th8t 2ftEr n=7 any 

increasE in thE dimEnsion of the metrix changes thE eigen vEluE 

only VEry slightly. 80 thc.t VlG stop thE computetion eround n=7. 

ThE EvduLtion of 
0() 

) d -=c 'Rnl}t) V [ b(iI 1. -\- 'Xc.)] 1<)10 (-t) 
o 

can bE done in tErms of T~lmi integrals. The Talmi integral 

is dE fined by 
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QuE to thE rq::id dEcrEasE of i'X- with x it was found thc:t, 

for largE P. the uppEr limit of the integration can be curtailed 

at x ~ 12, while for small values of p an upper limit of x=6 

gc:VE rEliable results. Simpson's rule for numericd integration 

WclS first used, For n=7, Ive needed 1-3 intEgrations, As 11e t~ke 

di ff'e r'ent value s for the st renrth f,nd range of the pe.ramete rs End 

ttE Var.ious values of ? we h2d to do about thous['nd (3 x 5 x 8 x 

13) intef,r:..1s. The diagonFlizEtion of the m1.'trix to find the eigen 

vd-ue E. WLS ,also done Using the computer~ The problem took;il1ot 

onE hour Of IBH7090 time. 

For largG ValuEs of p the function is peaked. So, the 

simplE' Simpson's rules fails to yield gooi results~ A new 

integration routine ~IUc developed. This rouUne dloOi'es more 

number of points nee.r the peak an~ less number of points at other 

places. 

])esq:iption of thE routine, 

As pointed out earlier, the usual integration subroutines 

do not work for pecked functions. In such C2.Ses, we have to use 

a routine which will tc:ke E. large number of points in the region 

where thE function is peaked end feWEr points ElsewhEre. lV\1en 

the intEgrcnd is not knovm a priori the computEr shoul<fl: find thE 

position of thE j:€ Lk end c10 the integration properly. Both 

thESE prOCEssES c&n be combined with a single prOCESS e.S follows:-
\ 

Let c, _nd b be the lower [ndupper limits of the integral, 

Divide thE intENal (L.,b) into two Equal int61'\"els. Taking the 
• 
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value of the function cot the end points and the middle point 
• o+b 
(c = ) wa can find the apptoximate Value of the integral 

using the Simpson rule:' 

Now, divide the interval (a,b) into four equal intuv2.ls. 

Consi de r point s 

<, , d, c on the one hind " ,. )10 

ct c( C. 
[,nd points cle,b on the 

~·th~r hind to compute (using Simpson t s rule) • 

"I; = 
t(o.) + 4f(cI) +1(c) lb- Cl ) 

;..nd 
tee) 

"1:2. = 

3 

+ 4 He) ...j.. rc b) 

4 
(b - 0-1 

4 

~ 
,.e 

It 

b 

If the integrand is en extremGly smooth function then Io wil:h 

not differ very much from the sum; 1.", + lz... But, if the 

function is not smooth thEn the difference Lo- ( l1 + l2..) will 

be large, comp2red toa prep.ssigned 4uantity D then divide 

the inteIVal (.,c) into four ewal intE1Vals (or (a,b) into 8 

, i e 4U,,1 inte 1V ",Is) cnd compute 
,j 

f(ct) + .4-f(lz)+f(d) (b-~) .,.. .. iii .... • 
'\ ~1 ~ k ct J c 

~ 

~ 
,'. 

3 

'8nd 112-
f(d) + 4- -f( j) + +(C~ lb-<II.) 

3 't: • 
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is smaller 

than..Ll stop the procedure, wc] use the same technique to the 

second half (c.,b) of the integral End compare 12. with(T2-1: I Z,Z.) 
to find whether it is smaller thanA or not. This rrocedure 

of splitUng the intervals into twice the number of intervals 

is continued until each 'difference is less than 6. . 
A program in FORTRAN IV l<.ncuage has been written by 

Ebbenyman (University of Lund
1 

Lund, Sweden) using this procedure. 

This is Liven in the appendix. 

I 
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E:CTEi\NAL F 

DU1Sl'TSIOY OR(23), AB(23) 

EPS ~ G 

Lom CAL DONE 

DONE. =.FALSE. 

N " 3 . 

FI ::: 0.,0 

AB(l) " A 

OR(l) ::: F(A) 

AB(2) ::: 0.5 -1( (A + B) 

011(2) = F(.AB(2)) 

AB(3) :; B 

OR(3) " F(B) 

Al " 0.5 "* (.AB(N) + .AB(N-l» 

01 ::: F(Al) 

.A2 ::; 0.5 * (ilB(N .. l) + .AB(N-2» 

02 ::: F(A2) 

IF(OONE) GO TO 10 

6 

F AV ::: C. 2 -)( (AB& ( n( 1 » + .ABS ( 0 1) + ABS ( 0 R( 2» + .AIlS ( 0 2 ) + 
+ .ABb( ORe 3») 

ERR::; 45.0 11 EPS ,*FAV 

IF (ERR.LT.). •. E,-25.0R.AIlS(.A-B).LT.l.E_15) GO TO 30 

DON:: ::: • T RfJE •. 
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CF2 := 0.125 !'-(3.0-l<·OR(N-2) + 6.0 *OR(N-l) - OR(N» 

IF (ABG(CFl.Ol + CF2-02).GE.I:RR) GC TO 20 

1"1 '" 1"1 + (AB(t!)-AB(N-2»*OR(N) + 4.0 *(01+02) + OR(N-2) + 

+ 2.0~ OR(N-1) 

IF (N.EQ.3) GO TO 40 

N := N-2 

GO TO 100 

20 IF (N.GT.2LOR,ABS(AFdl)* l.E4.LT.ABS(B-A» GO TO 30 

AB(N+2) := AB(N) 

OR(N+2) = OR(N) 

AB(}) = AB(N-l) 

OR(N) := OR(N-l) 

AB(N+1) := A1 

OR(N+l) := 01 

ABor-l) := A2 

On(N-l) := 02 

N := N+2 

GO TO 100 

2.0 PRINT 31 

~. 

31 FORHAT (26H INTEGRATIOl" NOT COmLLTEJ). 

40 CONTINUE 

1"1 := 1"1/12.0 

PRINT 32, 1"1 

32 FOPJ1AT (5X, F 10 .• 5) 

RETURN 

END 
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THE COt1PUTER IN CHElHCAL ENGINEERING 

K.Chandrasekharan and P.K. Seshan * 
Department of Chemical Engineering, 

, University of 14adras, 
A.C. College of Technology, l1adras-25. 

*** 

The field. of Chemical Engineeri.ng has been no excelJtion to 

the influence of the computer. Chemical systems are uni(1ue in 

that their characteri zation, almost invariably, is associated 

,,,ith a number of variab.les(like temperatur8, pressure etc.). Hence 

chemical engineering desi gn procedure s, if they should 1)e rigorous, 

,,,rill involve complex mathematical modelling and plent.v of numerical 
i r calculations. Itlhere simplification is attempted 1)y linearizRtions, 

r 
I 
I 

! 
1 
If , 

tedious step by step calculRtions are requi.red for obtaining R 

reasonable degree of Rccuracy. In addition, ,,,here implementation 

on an industrial scale is involved, systems engineering apnrORch 

and optimization of the process become essential. For all the 

above, it need hardly be stressed, that the aid of the computer 

is indispensable. 

Computers are also used for 'on-line' control of chemical 

processes apart from the more routine application for data proce'lsing. 

Some of the reactions in chemical processes, even Rfter very careful 

design, may develop operating chRracteristics (non-linear, 

stochastic etc.) which, unless closelY t;atched and controlled to 

keep ",ithin limits, may lead to very explosive situations. In such 

* Junior Research Fellow of U. G.C. 
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. citses, an on-line computer would be very necessary. 

Though for some of the applications mentioned ahove, the 

analog com,!uter may be more suitable than the digital, in .this 

article, we shall not go into a discussion 0 f their re lati ve merits, 

bnt shall restrict our interest to the digital type only. 

He ~Ti 11 nON list here some of the important apnUcations of 

the computer in the field of chemical engineering. They are: 

1. To remove the drudgery of numerical calculations. 

2. To remove the drudgery associ8ted 1.,i th 'trtal and error' 

procedures of -design which are standard in some of the unit 

op<>rations such as heat transfer. 

3. In checl{ing mathematical models formulated to describe a 

process to help in engineerlng and development Nork. 

4. In reactor dynamic analysiS and process kinetics. 

5. For 'simulation' of '9rocess. For 

processes in refineries and petrochemical 

example, c0nttnuous 
eIS complexkcan he simulated. 

This technique has proved to be a pOIVerful tool in process develon-

ment and also in 'expansion redesign' of existing plants. 

5. In 'process control', 1.,here an important aspect of design 

is to produce a stable system. The computer can be used to calc,ulate 

the responses expected of various tynesof disturbances by numerical 

techni1UGS, irrespective of the complexity of the equations 

describing the dynamiCS of the system. 
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6. For 'o"(ltimization', by \'ll1icl1 l~e mean determination of the 

,best ·poll.sible way of doing a thing under a given set of conoitions, 

the criterion of optimality being containeo. in the "maximization' 

or 'minimization' of "lhat is called the 'ob.jective function '. 

Various techniques sucl1 ftS 'line8.r programming', 'oynA.mic urogrA.rnming' 

are in vogue, 

7. For 'statistical comT)utations' connected ,,,ith A.l1alysi.s, 

correlation of experimentA.I enta, design elf exppriments and 

statistical quaUt,Y control. 

8. For 'evolutionary operntton' vll1i.ch cnncerns ,.,rUh obtaini.ng 

along vlith normal "(lroduction in industry, inforl'lation on· 'l1ow to 

improve production?' 

While tr.e aYJ?lications list,;d above arc spacinc to the fiold 
t: Ii of chJmical engtnccring, the octai 1.'0 of 'lroblem ana'.ysls, mathe-

Ii matical fonnulation, com])uter orientation and YJrogram'lling arc 

I' genio'rally standard basic stops thAt s.re comn1:)n to all engineering 
, 
! disciplines. 

For illustrl'\tion, wo ,.,ould take up here a oroblem tn the Ilnit 

operation of mass transfer (Le, fixed-bed adsDrptton) in the 

fi.eld of chemical engineering and Shovl ho,,' the computer can 1)9 

put to use in he lping to get the so lut ion felr the s.qme. 

ILLUSTRATION: 

Fixe d-Bed .'ldsorpt io n 

lldsorption on an industrial (and hence ')i 10t-pIRnt) scale is 

r usually carried out in a fixed-bed. A fixeo.-bed system is ('ne 
r 

I. ' 
I 
I 

in which the soliel adsorbent is held stationRry 'lvor a suitl'lhle 

false bottom in a vertical cyUndricEtl column and the g:'\s to he 
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• purified of a solute impurity is Dassed through the bed at <) 

conv<:nient velocity for the adsor1)tion to tRIm place. 'rhe 

r' i' Rdsorption cyclo is followed by R {ie: sorption sttOP using hot inert 
l' . 

if: ens for regeneration of the bed, before the next adsorption cycle 

f: 
I: is begun. 
t', , ' , 
i' The effluent gAS in an adsor')tion cyc10, '!lhen analysed for 

i 
j' 

the solute impurity vrill be found to give, on a time-scale, 

(volume of offluClnt undc;r constnnt rAto of flow) R graph of thE' ty-pe 

showh'iorthe Figure 1, ,.,hich is 

PbL71 + 
-~' --~--------------------------

VolumG of effluent 

Fig.l. G0neral concontrati'lD - history curve 
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• 
called a 'breBkthrough' curve and this represents the resultant 

effect of all the complicated processes that arc taking D1ace in 

the bed. Incidentally, the 'break point' which is the first 

occurrence 0 f a ri se in the effluent concentration since the 

entry of the gas into the column, is in itself an 1im-portant design 

factor, as, in purification pro()csses, it is the froedom of the 

effluent g.'lS from even traces of the impurity that determines the 

adsorption cycle time. 

Anal,!sis 

There are quite a few theoretical approaches developed to 

predict the breakthrough curVe for a given set of conditions of 

the beo and the gas flow. 8ven'to cheok up as to 111hich theory 

is best ap'Jlicable Clne need tCl have: a fei".· runs on a pilot plant 

fixed-bed adsorber. This IITould incidGntally give a set of data 

which can be analysed with the aid of the digital computer, 

irrespective of the theories prJposed, and with a minimum number 

. of assumptions to aid computation. In fRct, a progrRmme can be 

made for the digita'lcomputer by ,,,,hich the best vpl ue of the 

solid-phase mass trunsfor coeffiCient can be obtained by direct 

numcrical integration of the true non-linear mass balance eruation 

defining the adsorber dynamics: 

'de 
at 

(1) 
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The !)rogramme "rlll 8.1so give the >:Joint mass trclnsfer 

coefficient values at various levels of the berl, so that its 

vari.ation, if any, may also be evident. 13xuerimentally one l!lould 

require only provision for tapping out samples of the gas phase 

at equal intorvals along the height 0 f the bed. The gas uhRse 

is allovTed to entGr the bed at time t == 0 and the inlet gas 

concentration of the solute is taken as a step function. 

The main purpose of the set up will, therofore, be to make 

available data on the valuHs of C\, j which is soluto gas 

concentration on s,)80e, time coorc'inatcs. 

For defining the equilibrium, Langrouir's adsorption isotherm 

is made use of in the form 

The other equations made use of are: 

the rate equation: 

~91 -at 
and fhe volocity relationship 

'100 - C 

(~) . 
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The Schedule: 

• 
·The concentration values of t~e effluent gas stream .~ form 

two dimensional array varying with grid numbers (or ben height 

from the u,stream end) on one sine ano with the time index on the 

')thl3r. 

The seheduleof computatiQns ,~i 11 invQlve: 

a) Fitting by least squares techniQue a bivariate ooly~omial 

for the experimental values of c')nccntrations Le =-f(h..,-t) 
where h is any height of the ads'Jrbcr column, t any time after the 

start of the experiment, and f the polYl.Jomial functi0n) so that at 

any time and at any helghtthe effluent concentration can be 

obtained from the po lynomial. 

b) Using the unsteady state non-linear material balance 

oquat io n( 1) to determine the parti a1 drar! vati va s 0 f the vari atian 

of s'Jlute concentration in solid (q) with time in the various grid 

points and time intervals ( ~M-)' In this cplcu1.ation, a 

suitable value of the 10ngitudit'i..a1 niffusiJn coefficient DL (''''hi~h 
is usually small or negligible) may be USC". 

c) The values of ( O"'ht ) var\ring with time f0r each grid 

are integrated over time to retermine the solute concentrRtion n 

in solid at various instances for each grid. 

d) ];very value of q for each grid is substituten 1n the 
u, 

Langmpirts non-linear isotherm to obtain the surface gas concentra-

tion C, * correspo nding to it. 
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e) The value s of C* are put into the rate e('luation to 

obtain the local mass t'ransfer coefficients for cverv (h,t) 

considered, and, finally 

f) An effective overall mass transfer coefficient V., is 

calculated from the formula 

1 - ( d~/.~,l-), . (C . . - C ~j.) 
at.. 1-~ J "'L,J 1...~ 

D0t?ils of the numerical procecures are not elaborated here as 

it is out 0 f scoqe 0 f the objective of the present S,V'Ilposium. 
~ 
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ON PROGRAHHING LANGUAGES 

v. Devan8.than 
Department of Nucl(;ar Phy'sics, 

Uni versi t,v of Hadras, 
Hadr8s-25. 

*** 
Electronic Digital Computors ~re can1'1ble of l')~rforming 

simple art thmet iconerFlt lons such as a~(l t t ion, subtraction, 

multiplic~tion and division but they 00 them with much greato.r 

sp<3ed and ~ccurac.v than ltJ'oulo be nossihle b.V ROY other nracttcl3l 

means of ~om~utation. Of course, they have the ahilitv to 

make dpclsions ')n either/or basi s and take qlte:rnative courses 

of action. For eX8.m')le, the machine cOllld be i. l".structecl to 

take 'Jne course of aetton if a v;:lriah1.e X was n0.gative an~ 

another 1 fit '·ofas po si t ive or zero. 

Digital comryuters cannot comnete '.rith their ~pst,;ners In 

the ablli t.v to solve comnlex nroblems. In fact; th~ machines 

themselves are not able to solve even the simnle5t 1J!'oblem 

without human help. The approach reaulreo to solve a oroblem 

expressed as a -orecis(l, sten-b,v-stAp me~,.,s of attRining the 

solution, must be prov1c'1e rI to the com~uter. It ts thi. s spt of 

ste?-by-stel') instructions that will be called a nro~ram. 

Programming a comr,> ute r, then, is the nevelo,ment of sueh a set 

of instructions. 

There arer two ste!)s in the ~"rlttng of a urogram. One is 

thl3 expre 5S io~f the nump ric al T)I'Oce 58 ina formal manonr such 

as a flow charg. The spcono is the actual wrtttng of the 

nrogram in a language which the machtnp can acce~t. 
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In one sc ns,;, th;, eomput.,,·r ')rogram wn sere ater1 whe n tho 

ehart \-ras d~v.~lop~d. It fits most of the cr1.tc~ria since it 1.s 

brok;:, n down into sim?lc o?crations in a -prop()r sonucncc Ie fl,ri ng 

to a solution. HovlBvcr, the computer 1 s not c aT') able of un0.er-
~ 

standing :th:e -;:>rogram in this form. Thcroforc, tho flow chart 

must be transcribed into a form whic h the comtmter , .. ri.l' acc~pt. 

':aeh computer has i ts o~.rn internal languago. UsuallY·, thts 

langua30, while hi~hly ary~rOpri2tc and meaningful.to the given 

machine, is highly foreign to a human p""ogrammor. In frlct 1. t t s 

e aIled machine 1 an:-:uace. 

To make commutJ1.cation casier for a human nrohlem solver, 

laneuage shave bec n ncvcloryed which can be mechanically converted 

into maehiO€ lan::;uage. These arc caller .,roccrurc oriented. 

langu~:~cs since they are ways in 1.IThich weI" 0pftncr proc60urcs 

U ... 1. flow charts, etc.) can be exnressc0 in a form ....,alatable to 

th~ eom,!uter. 

The machine .itself effects the conversion of the ryrogram. 

to its internal langua,;~; through a nrogram ~al16d a comniler. 

The eompiler i~itself a pr03ram wr1.tt,;!:) for the T')8.rttcular machine, 

usually by tho manufacturer. A particular nrogram w!lic!1 is to be 

translat,~d (or compilc(!) is ryrovi non to th • ., comn! leI' as dat a. "['he 

r~sult (or output) of the com'11.1~t!on is a machine lanzuago 

equivalent to th,,,; in':)ut program. Thi. S oryeratton might be de"'lcte~ 

as follows: 
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The input prf'gram is usually CElled the sourCE program c:,nd 

the resulting machine language is called the objfct program. 

ThE: basic tenets of programming remain the seme but 

compute rs manuf£ict urEd by di ffe rent fi nns USE slightly diffe rent 

progrE.mming languages such as FORTRAN, ALGOL~ COBAL end AUTOCODE .. 

Of them, the first two eire widely used for scientific purposes 

<:nd we shc.ll brie fly comparE: the FOHTFi.AN c:nd the ALGOL and 

discuss their rel ative merits and dEfE:cts~ 

In ALGOL; Et the very outset, all the identifiers 

used in the program ere decl[,r·ed. This declaration serves to 

provide the ALGOL cO,.:Ipute r with infonTI?tion about i denti fie rs 

in the program. For example, a declC:lration is required to 

specify that the identifier for a pc::rticul2.r variable is 

alWaYS to represent an integer. There £rc eight different 

declClrati .::ms: 

1. type declc:ration 2. ft.rray decleration 

3. l abEl dec1 8ration 4. file dEclr.ration 

5. form~t decl a ration 6. list decl[.ration 

7. di [.gonostic dec12r[,tion 8. prOCEdure declo: rf:ti on. 

TheSE eight dEC1[; rc;tions providE th e compiler with all the 

1nformntion which it rE<tuires about [; given progre.m. This is 

in contrast to the FQ}tTRAN, whEl Ein thE decl a r8tions of the 

i den ti fi e rs Ere not rc 'iui red. 

ALGOL is morcElp,bore.te but Ie ss confusing to a 

beginner. The FORTR.AN t.rithm6tic statEmEnt 

x = x + 1.0 
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is b IDEtheIDE,ticnl c,bsurdi ty. But in FORTHAN languc::ge, what 

is ID€",nt is thbt ~{+I.O is rEplciced by X by changing its 

valUE. In ALGOL, thE equivEtlGnt statEmEnt rEads 

X>E-X+l.O 

whE rE by thE mE [;ning is mc.1dE trLnsparEnt. 

In FORTRAN, variablEs f.jr€ of two tYpES: fiXEd point 

and flobting pnint varic:blE:s. In thE earliEr vErsion of 

FORTRAN, thESE two modes cannot be mixed in a stptement. Of 

course, onE mode CCln be convGrtcd into anothEr by a separatE 

statEment. This is VEry fuighly rEstrictive £nd in the later 

vErsions of FORTRAN, thE mixing of thE modes is allowed. In 

thE ALGOL, of ~ourse, there is no such distinction and the 

varifiblEs, rEal bnd integGrs, Can bG frEEly mixed. 

In ALGOL, the subSCriptEd variables are easily 

distinguishEd from thE Function subprograms (REal Procedure). 

For subscriptEd variablE (array), squarE brackEts arE USEd 

whErEas for REbl Procedure, round brackets arE USEd. 

Subscripted variable 

REal ProcEdurE 

CL[H,N] 

CL(H,!:r) 

But in FORTRAN, a confusion c~riSE'S bEtween thE se two since 

the round braCk€ts E~rc used for both. If no function sub-

program is thE rc for CL, thEn it hE: S to bE undE rstood as an 

array. 

In ALGOL, the upper end the lOWEr bounds of arrays 

Can bE c::djusted. For inst~ncE, if A is [: onc-dimensional 
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arrCiY of 21 elements, one can writE

A [0; 20J or A [ -10 10J

or A [ 1 . 21J.
•

Of cnurS6, for thE sake of efficiency, it is recommended

that thE lower bound is kept ~s O. But such a facility of

adjusting the lowEr bound is not E:vailable in FORTRAN,whErEin

the Lower bourd is alwaYs kept as 1. This causes very great

difficulty and one has to resort ort en to cluxiliary st at srne rrt s

to circumvent this defect. For cxsmj.Le , if one wishes t o

represent the factorial of Lnt e gers as an s.r.ray , then one

finds it difficult to repreSEnt the factorial of zero~

Factorial of zero is one but zero is not permitted as a

subscript in FCRTR.AN!

AnQtbe'r c1dvantc:.gE:with ALGOLis that an c:rray of

any dimension is permitted but in FORTRAN,the dimension of

the array is rEstricted to threE~

In ALGOL, the following «to &TATEM~TTS"are allowed.

1) FOR N +-2 &TEP 0.01 UNTIL 3'.1001 00
2) FOR N~ 1 STEP -2 UNTIL -11 DO

3) FOR N.- 1, 2.5, 3.5, 4.0, 4.25 DO

But in FORTRAN,the "00 &TATEl'1Et,-TS"a rs restricted to integer

increments and only to equal increments~

ThE ebovE discussion on ALGOLand FORTRANis not

compl.e t e but only selective. Each has its own restriction end

effects are being made to 'remove thesE restrictions and imprOVE
the c:ppli cabili ty • For EXample,. in FORTR.ANIV, complex

quc:nti ties arc permitted.
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TOTtlARDS BUILDING HE-OF A T:qINKING MAC'"rlINE 

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE DEVELOPHTG 5ClmrCE CF CYBERNETICE:· 

, Mr.M.S.JaYframan, 
lnternatjonal Computers (Indla)Ltd., Madras. 

The sci ence of CJ1bernetics deY-,:loped originally from a 

comparative study of mach5nes and living organisms. As and 

when the need arose, the human brain ahvsys invented self 

regulating mechanical systems, all the time unaware of the fact 

that, the machines that were being made were a remote analogue 

of the human brain itself in its operations and functions. A 

realisation of this particular fact lead to a possibility of 

a comparative study of machines. and living organisms, which 

would enable man to invent better machines and also acqui re a 

better knowledge as to how livtng organisms actuallY function. 

It is very difficult to give a clear-cut defihition of 

cyberne~ics, since this field of activity embraces several 

branches of science; like electronics, mathematics, biology, 

medicine and communication theory. This is a field where a 

physiologist tells the engineer as to how better machines can 

be built and the engineer tells the physiologist as to how life 

functions. N;;.turally one question t:lat a cybernetician has to 

face from a lay man is "Can the machines even start "thinking"?" 

A comparative study of thE human brain and an Electronic 

Computer may help us to search for an answer to the question 

-of building "thinking" machine s. The human brain is the most 
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~markable control mechanism ever known to Scientists. It 
• 
is very small in size, weighs hardly 3 pounds, consu~es not 

even 20 w<...tts of power and he,s a memory .e<-iuivalent to a million 

million 'bits' of information. It learns from experience 

tremendously fast and can recall even infcnnation registered 

decades ago. 

But, compared to a computer, it is just too slow in 

processing infonnation, often fo rgets important things and 

succumbs to fatigue and malnutrition. It ages along with the 

man E.nd ~ecomes weak in all respects as the pathologi cal 

changes take place with passing time. 

The "ttemrts of the engineer who designs the computer 

is always towards making good these short comings of the human 

brain, by making a machine which will perfonn those functions 

much better than the brain itself. In this respect, the M~chine 

h~s scored a big march ahe8d with regard to speed. Computers 

can perform jobs in seconds which a human brain cannot perform 

in many hours or days. 

In the fl eld of biology efforts are being made at 

several laboratories to design artificial heart, lung, kidney 

and every possible element of the human body. The electronic 

computer is being made use of for diagnosis and also treatment 

of t~K diseases. In ~ experimental competition between a 

computer and a doctor it waS noted that though the results of the 
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diagnosis were the same, the computer was able ~o point out 

·certain very rare diseases, which the doctor could not find out. 

After all the doctor is human, cmd the human memory forgets 

things which do not occur frequently. Also the computer process
is 

ing/unbi'ased and there are no moments of 'fatigue' for the 
computer 

electronic/when its observations con gO wrong. 

But inspite of all these special merits, the stage has 

not yet been reached where the computer can replace the doctor 

completely. The symptoms of diseases are numerous. There are 

different layers of importance with regard t? the symptoms. The 

;mmun brain displa ys a high degree of flexibili ty in comparing 

and evaluating the symptoms of diseases and draw the final 

conclusion from a vast arraY of factors. The machines have not 

come up to this level - in fact they are still far behind. As 

things stand, the diagnosing computer machines, playa secondary 

role as the doctor's assistant. It is the doctor's word which 

is final. 

The assistance of computers in rre dic.::l diagnosis can be 

illustrated by OrE simple instance. The ..:n&.lysi s of an electro

cardiogram graph is a method of findtng out a heart ailment. 

Here the doctor will find it difficult to analyse micro 

variations, which have been smoothenei out by the formation of 

the curve. But,when:.. computer ... n ... lyses a cardioJram graph 

it resolves the components of the curve into very small compo

nents and ccn detect and point out very minor vari ations whi ch 
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do not strike the human eye. In fact, the computEr can point 
• out thf:! possibility of an apponently health person acquiring a 

heart ailment within a short period. Such medical forcasts 

are impossible, without a machine. 

A cybernetician always finds similarities between 

machines c:.nd. the human organisms; studies the human organism 

with the help of the machine and simultaneouslY impzoves the 

machine by observing how the hum&n organism functions. As an 

author points out, a cyberneti ci an driving an automobile can 

think of a 'rheumatic' ailment affecting his vehicle whenever 

the engine s~ueaks pitiably. If the corburator wheezes while 

stepping on the gas, he maY exclaim that "it is suffering from 

If we comp&re the fundamental aspects of mc,chine opera

tion5 and body fUnctions~ WE find that they are basically Same 

in nature. The nervou~ system of the human body can be compared 

with the mechanical control systems like the automatic regu-

lators, gove rnors etc. which E,re parts of mechani cal control 
out 

systems. If one c ... rries/f. process of e.bstraction, it will be 

found that the operations of all these mechanisms can be 

described in similar mathematical terms. The terms or formulae 

can be Same whether you de seri be or se rvice a steam engine, 

an automatic steering device or a nervous system. 
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It is this similarity between man and machine that is 

prompting man towards building up 0 ·hum~n-machine·. In the 

field of Bionics, a study is being made of the electronic 

neuron analogues and their utility in computing machines. Work 

is now beine carried out on machines capable of interpreting 

speech, writing and even visual images directly. 

Time was when the words 'thinking machine' were just a 

mocke ry. L .... te r, with the development of computers and its 

influence on several fields of activity, man went to the other 

extreme and started thinking that the machine Can do just any~ 

thing that the human can. Most of the fcom~uter-jokes' will 

testlf~ this point of view. But, nowadays, an informed lay-man 

knows the me ri ts and also the limi tati ons of the machines. 

As for man's ability to build 'thinking' machines there 

is a wide variety of opinions, even amongst cyberneticians 

themselves. Some feel that the time is not far off. Some 

others say that a machine Can replace man only when it is built ~ 

in with 'consciousness'. Some animals can 'think' and no animal 

is capable of conscious action which requires the development 

of a definite attitude towards things and not a mere passive 

awareness of the environments. Wh~t we want at the final stage 

is to have a machine which can possess a definite '~ttitude' 

tow&rds things i. e. "n arti ficiE:.I creE.ture with 'ps~ chological' 

qualities, C)ld the ':;.um .... n ego' .f)sn m .. n reach such a stage? 

Time ~on€ can answer this quevtion. 



o • .. !'WNLINEAi1 P.;.lOBLEH& IN HYDRODYNAl'lICS 

b.N alaraj an, . 
• MATSCIENCE, The Institute of Hathemati cal Sciences, 

Madras-20, India. 

In this syml·osium so far interest has been concentrated 

on such applications of computing which makes life easier in 

many a calcul c;.tion of engine6ring, physics and allied sciences. 

·ile shall here illustrate cl similar adventure - in computing, which 

is doing in spirit - in that it tried to e.l{plore such regions 

of mathematics and physics, where there is a paucity of even basic 

analytic infonnation about the mE:thematical procedures. Since 

our audience here ~omprises of people who hav8 a common link of 

interest in computing, one shall discuss only numerical and 

digital niceties here and leave the implications of the results 

in the relevent fields of application to a different report. 

Construction of numerical ~rocedurE.s for solution of 

Linear Differential E4.uations, for eXample as in the Schroedinger 

equation with a prescribed potential proceeds very often from a 

known analytic solution, through an approximation generally 

classified under either a Born approximation sequence or a per

turbation se4uence. Thus there exist fairly well-defined tech

ni4.ues for eigenvalue problems, which are either matrix inversion 
-

or variational procedures. But for partial differential equations 

which &re generally either Elliptic or parabolic, already one 

hi tsa snag - in that the numerical procedure which very often 

involves an integration in spece or time from a known initial or 

boundary .value is much more cumbersome and elaborate. Further 
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if the e4uations in addition are non-linear or integro-differential 

• in characte r - the computing philosophy gets blurred indeed. We 

shall in this lecture try to look c: t one such explicit applica

tion - with an idea of illustrating with ~ difference the advan

tages of non.linearity rather than the disadvantages. We shell 

give two Examples, one that leads to the generalisation of the 

Runge-Kutta procedure to a set of non-lint:;ar integro differential 

e4uations and another that involves an iterative solution to a 

set of non-linear integ:-al ey.uc:.tions. The relevent physical 

situations, wherein these arise have been discussed in great 

detail elsewhere (Nagarajan and Kr&ichnan (1967), Nagarajan 

(196~a), N~garajan (l96~b» 

1.RT.rNGE-I<.UTTl, P RCCEDU .iE FOR NO!.TLINEA.R INTEGRODI.FFERE!lTTI AL EOU P',TIC~TS 

We shall conce m ourseh~e s ",i th a particular class of 

ey.uations which can be written in the form 

t ft +v,i~~ 1'l~jO =- ffc.tp d'll £: ctt' 
. ~=- (!:: E+!) 

[A 0( ~1 l ~) P /}) 6"" d'~ ~ t -i') "V ~(P' t')'V~( '\,) t') 

- 'BO<f'i (~ , f, "1!) 1'..: (~, t') G1f l p, t-t')Yi ('v J t..-t.') J 
t-[ :t i-Vot (.f<)JGo,c~, t) =- ) \ ip &ov r dt( Co( f-/~ ,PJ'i!) 

6 . I ,t') 
Go( C~Jt-t') 61f(P.)t-t)~(q,)t/ 
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These ey'u-ations are to be solved forward in time given 

the values of "\'o(CP-<) at t = to and the condition that(j~ckJD)-=1 

and Gto{ (~ ! tl-:::. 0 for t < o. These e quati ons are G'cnvolutory 

in characte r in and integro-differential in time. The 

suffix denotes that one haVE a set of e4uations nr that the 

and G are matrices in general. TaE convolutory character of the 

P,4 integrals poses a problem in that the p-~ integrals are not 

indepndent and that we have to constn:fm 0ur integration - in 

such a way that the condi ti on ~ ~ i? +1l is not in our 

digital procedures for discretisation of the infinite k-range. 

In othe r words as we integrate forward in time, at each time step, 

we have to perform the convolution. Economy in representati0n 

memory requirement and integration procedure (for the convolution) 

thus is not academic but crucial. 

Thu>s fO.r a typical convolutivn term 

frd.~d'lt RctPI'l!) 
6-

where ~fCV are precalculated weight factors which take care 

of the pq restriction and are such that VRP"V =0 for p < q 

This reduces the range of integration each time. Further from 

a digital point of view, it facilitated reduction of the range 

of Do-loops. These V-factors are calculated once and for all for 

• 

a variety of sample functions R(k,p,q) and are fed with the 

machine - at thE start. The difficult calculation of these weight 

factors will be appreciated if one notices that the discretisation 
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of the must- be fine enc:ugh to take care of the restriction 

fai thfully for the enti re discrete region of k,p, q. 

If we discretise k such that the entire range of k is divided 

into n-steps such that thE ranges of k are specified by their 

medium point s and the UpPE rand 10\<Je r bounds of subse quent 

intervals cuincide. 

k ( ,) ~ ( 1--1) + .6. ~ ( 1') 

l'> -k(1) ::: ~ .,W--I l1 ) - ~ ~ d) 

~he interval ~(~~W) can be chosen either constant or 

logari thmic. 1::e calculate the alltMed volumE -elements in the 

integral 5" '2 for the various classes of triangles in 
!-=r~ 

which either k,q or both are lc:rge or small compared to k ur 

of the order of k. These characterisation of the triangles 

depend only on the relative magnitudes of rather than 

on their abs0lute magnitudes. 

c ho ice 0 f ~ l ~ ) ,p:= p~ ~ ) , 
Thus one can see for a given 

, the triangle 

condition is satisfied only for a region of values of k,p,q~ 

in the range 6.k, .6. \? ,61; and in particular the 

character of the tr1angl~ would change in the range. Thus we 

Can eValuate the Various V factors through a detailed trigono

metric ~~lcul c! tion. 
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~bis finishes the preliminary phase of thE calculati0n. 

The sEcond part is the inclusion of a suitable integration 

scheIDe - for the diffe renti 31 pa rt. 

To do this we look at the integrodifferEntial eCiuation 

in thi s fashion t 

~ "f! 0( (kltl ~ - v,/~) 1/J"" I hit) -+ \ Jtt c k,t-/ t') 
to ' 

~ ~ (~,t) =- - -V"" (~) G"" I ~l)+ r: d.t( 801. l k, tj t) 

where 

tJte,t) ~ rs ctt% LAo(ff CP<IPI~)GJ""l~)l:--t')'fo«(r,t1), 
.6.. ""f oZ ((}y ) t') 

- Bo( ~~ ~, p, '0 '\jI oil ~ i) 6) ~ (p, t -t') 'I'-/'fi p8 
9) k,t f) {:) 7 ~~ elf <l.'ll [Co( rf' P>'1)G1"" (k, i-e) 61~ Cr, ;_t l

) 

We d.W~ Hclr Q'll--:;,2:2:Vk (iJ) ~1(~JOJ 
l d pq,t 

5cttl 4- ~ .6. tc~) , ha) = to 
(... 

WE will h~ve to resort two schemes of time-reckoning. 

For doing the time integral in Each time step which depends 

on the past, onE decide in edvc::nce that we 1-JiII f:pproximate 

the timE domain by a set of steps. This will be necessarily 

small - for computati:mal reasons. Wi thin the :f1 rst step, for 

example the integral trivially reduces to a sum of one t 'eIm and 
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Within this ste'p the €4.uation is integrated from to toto + oT 
where &T is the time step corresponding to each of the 

Time-steps, using a variable step 4th order RillTGE-KUTTA SC:1El'1E. 

The intermediate values of the 1-'7 /~ and G1'» are not retained 

but nnly ~cX(to/ , 61o«t1)) and Gl./to+ &T) ,~o«(tD -+8T) 
again the ecpation is 

integr8ted forward in time - with the proviso that at each 

small time step now~ therE are two terms to be added - to denote 

the time interval. 

The whole scheme can be carried forward without much 

ado this way. But thE complication increases ge~metrically for 

each addition of a time step. We use all possible auxilia'ry 

storage capacity of the machine, tape, disc etc - to facilitate 

this. ThE results 0f a similar,calculati0n are given elsewhere 

(Nagarajan 1969b). 

2. ITERATIVE P~I!JCEDUR28 FOR NCNLINE.AaEQUJ\TIC}TS 

The procedure that we g5ve above is not very particularly 

dependen .... on non-linearity. It involved ori ginali ty in treating 

convolut ory behaviour and integ ro -di ffe rAnti al st ructure onl]. 

We \·Jill now illustrate anothe r eXample,. where non-linearity plays 

an important role - in the solution. 

We have a set of equations of the form 
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where F [1 ,Q l J ,R [J and S [ J are

known non-linear functions of their c:.rguments. Ana follk) is

given.The problem is to find J\, ~ c;nd" ",5 functions of' k.

We start the calculation with a set of trial ValU€s of

[A( ) , ( ) , ( ) J and evaluate the functions p l J
Q [ l ,R [~ and S [ J for a given choice of k,p

and • ~e own through the set of values· of P~ which

are allowed by the 6. restriction as in t hs first example

and evaluate a new set of ) , ) , )
'.1'

A( ( ( '.'
I.,.'

:1
';1

. ;.
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Wi th thi s new set WE make a fre sh 

iterating till we get to a converged set 

calculati on and keep 

such that \ Am+1-Am\ ~}m 
a preassignEd v&lue for accuracy. This iteration 

converges much faster than it v..ould in the linear C"as e , since 

if viE overEstim&~E A, 1 or ~ at an~ stage, the next 

iteration underestimates it and so on. 

A detailed account of such a calculation is given elsewhere 

(Nagarojan 1969a). Details of the rrncedure are given there. 
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• IBH '8 ROLE IN SCIENTIFIC C0l1PUTING FACILITIES IN INDIA 

S. Sivaraman 
Systems ~ngineer, 

International Business Machines Corporation, 
Hadras-2. 

*** 
Com~uter population in India is increasing at a fast pace. 

We have today a variety 0 f Systems and ,,,i thin each system a variet,v 

of configurations installed and on order • With gr')wing use of 

computers, the demand on applic at ion deve lopmcnt, so ftware support, 

sophisticated application areas is also increasing. Customers are 

intere sted in system configurations for 

l1ultiprogramming, Time Sharing etc. 

Remote Access Computing, 

IBl1 has been marketing its products in India since 1955 and 

oV.;ir these last 14 years our personnel have gained lot of'experience. 

In order that this accummulativre experience could be of benefit to 

our customers on all India basiS, IBH early in 196'8 decided to promote

Industry Harketing activity in selected key industries. These key 

industries were sel:Jcted on the basis of IBH equipment either installed 

or on order like- Text! Ie s, Stee 1,' Insurance, Hanufacturing, Raibravs 

and ~duc ation and Resoarch. Industry Hanagors for t:-:'$ se se lected 

segment s.f our business were appointed. The se industry Managers 

coordinate the marketing activity in their respective industries. 

Bene fit 0 f experience gained in one installation; for example, can 

now be passed on to other installations in the country. It' avoids 

duplication of o'ff,)rt in areas where considerable effort has already 
,,' 

been put in by either the customer or IBl1- like development of 

software packages. 

'i 
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In university 'environment this is particularly i.l!1portant as 

,Research work using domputors is very active in India. exchange 

of program packages for solving complex mathematical problems 

d\?veloped at one centre sometimes result in good saving of time. 

In IBH this exchange is not limited to only Inliia but through 

contacts with respective Industry Manage r s in other countries, 

sP6cific information like configuration, benchmark timing, program 

packages can be obtained. 

The first scivntific computer introduced by IBl1 in India is 

the popular 1620. \;[.:. hav.; nearly 15 of them installed in various 

p~rts of the c ') untry, with com capacity ranging from 20K to 4f1K 

and access time from 20 ~ to 10 fJ:-S, 
Today, IBH has introduced the late st third generation scient! fic 

c'omputE)rs the 1130 computing ,system and the syst~m/360 Hodel 44. 

I wish to give you the high lights of these systems. 

The 1130 is an advanced stored-program computing system designed 

for use in engineering, research mana6cm~nt scionce ann business 

application through a wide range of syst;.;.m configuration. New solid

legic technology provide powerful processing capabilities in a compact 

. low co st sy ste.r.. Stored pro gram contro 1 by a flexi blc comprehensive 

instruction set including Boole.an logic capabilities and double 

precision arithrrJ0tic, Fast access core st:)rage ranges from 4K to 32K 

words of 16 bl t3 . Memory speed range s from 2~ 2 to 3.6 ~S 

Hodel II processor contains direct acce 5S disk storage wi th capacity 

for storing upto '512000 s~xte~n bit words on-11ne. l~utom .. tlc 

hardware interrup sy stem provides program-contro lIed meri tc,,,:".ing 
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~ f overlapping input/output. Overlapped high-speed data trans fer 

to core storage from 'direct acce ss dish storage at 35000 words per. 
" 

-second is accomplished on c!fcle stealing basis concurrently with 

computing operation. Input/output units can be chosen from, Card 

Read punche,s high speed prirters Visual Disply Unit, X-Y Plotter etc. 

Programming support include s an extensive library of scienti fic 

pro gramme package s such as COGO, Hathem2tical subroutine s ,Numerical 

surface Technique and Contour Map Plotting, Statistical Systems etc. 

Gentlemen; we ha7e a 1130 Systom installed right across the 

road, at the OE.ntro for Advanced study in Physics of the University 

of l-1adra:., located in the A.C. College of Technology Campus. 

System/.360 Hodel 44 is th~ m~mbel' of the system/360 family, 

oriented specifically toward scientific applications. 

During the last dGcade, computer applications have become more 

sophisticated than ever. Commercial applications have been made more 

sch~ ntific thr :I ugh the us ':~ 0 f mathemat i c al technique s like linear 

progra..llming, PZRT) CPH, stc. Thi s has nece ssi tated the devclopme nt 

'of faster processing units -.lith large mt3mori€s. Similarly; sch-::. nti.fic 

applications have taken commercial tinge, roquiring faster Input/Output 

units and editing facilities for neat 9rinted output. 

IBl1 realised this need and in 1964, earne up \ITith the universal 

computer system/360- covering commercial, scientific and teleprocessing 

requirement s. 

lis I mentioned earli er, system /360 Hodel 44 is the member of 

the sy stern /360 family oriented spaci:fical "l..Y toward scienti fic 

applications. ~Jithin the fra!!l€work of system /360 architecture the 

model 44 ~mphasises fast parallel library op..,rations" and short, long 
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~:',and varja ble length precis~'pr: arithmetic) with wide range of 

in9',l.t/outp.ut equiment. The H~dnl 44 m~r be interconnected to 

sistem /360 models 30 to 75 via their channel to channel adapter 

an1 to IBl1 1800 Data~:Acquisition and Control Systems via its 

system/360 adapter. Similarly the IBH 1130 computing system can 

be hooked onto a sy·stem /360 Hodel 44. This design has produced a 

low-cost, high-performanc;3 sy stem tailored. to the application areas 

of gene ral scientific comput ation, d8ta acqui s'ition and dat a reduction. 

Some of the highlights of the sys tem/ :' ;60 Hodel 44 are 

1. 32 bit word plus parity bit. 

2. One per ;;ord ;;:.e;;l;)I'Y cycls spoed. 

3. Full 32-bi t- i,~ord paralle2. ari thmctic and data paths • 
. , 

4. upto 256K byte s 6 f memory po s1 tio ns. 

5. Integrated single disk storage drive. 

6. Short and long precision, Floating Point arithme",ic 
f8ature inc luding variable Ie ngth long preci sio n. 

7. 16 general purpos~ registers with ontional high speed 
implementation of these registers: 

8. High Resolution Timer. 

9. Low and High Sp.sed r;hannols. 

10. A wid~ rangG 0 f I/O uni ts. 

11. Compr~hensi ve programming sup )ort, 

The model 44 utilizes t he same advanced logic technology circuiting , 

a .s the other models of systeIl!/360. The miniaturised circuit modules 
result in 

1. Fastvr circuitry bacaus", of high-density packaging 

2. Lower cost and greater design fle-xiblli ty, made possible 
by simplified batch fabrication -processes. 

3. Lass maintenance b~cause of ruggedisod components. 

4. Easier maintainability because of increased checking~ 

5. Improved ~bysical access to circuit element s. 

" 

. / 
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, Hod~l 44 i s d~sigped to vlOrk under a programming z~tst~m known as 
the programrr1ng system/44. 
/I~ provid~ s a ful'1 moni1Pm:l operating emrironment and 8u9~ort s 

FORTRAN 'IV and Assambler languages. \.-lith the addition of extra Disk 

Drives and the commercial F~ature, the s~tem can work under the Disk 

Ope rating System or the most power ful- operat i ng-:,.s,:.~em. 

In such a case, furth~r langua~cs like COBOL, PL/l, and RPG 

will alsn be sup::>orted. . 

Sci.enttfic Subroutine package, an axampleof the apDlicatlon 

packagl3 s provided by IBH, 1s· a co llect,ion 0 f over 250 Fa RrRAN 

~uhroutines divid~d into three grou).s; Statistics, Hatrlx manipulation 

and mathematics. They a:'sa collection of input/output free, eompu":' : 

tatior:"'ti.l buildint; blocks that can be combined -;;;i th a usp.r' s 1n:mt ~ 

output or com:m~<l.tional routint:ls :to meet his i~dividual ner.ds • 

!:' 

, , 
. , 

11 . 

i ' 



sm,IE USES OF COMPUTERS 

K .Srinivasa Rao, 
MATSCIEr CE, The Insti tu te of Mathemati cal Sci ence s, 

Madras-20. India. 

"The PC1st is but the beginning of a beginning, 
and all that is or has been is but the twili~ht 
of the dawn." 

- H. G. !-!ells. 

In recent years, it has become increasingly apparent 

that "any procedure which can be precisely described can be 

programmed to be perfonTIed by a cf)mpute r". There has been 

a phenomenal growth in the number of computers - it has swelled 

from 10 or less in 1950 to 2,OCO and more in 1960 - and there 

is practically no branch of Science or Industry which has not 

been benefited by the advent of modern high-speed digital 

compute rs. Though compute rs a re only vi rtually infalli ble, 

they have undoubtedly enabled man to extend widely his horizon 

of ach:is vements. 

During the short time allotted to me, I ~hall mention 

a few fields wherein computers are used. I will attempt only 

to indi ('ate how problems are computer oriented. 

GAMES: 

'!tIe are all a'lvare that in J anUE; ry, 1869 ~ Cricket history 

waS created when a Johannesburg newspaper organised C"mputer 

Cricket Tests between players who probably would have met in 
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Test matches, if the M.C.C. tour of South Africa had not been 

called off. The first theoretical Test match ended in a draw 

when rain stopped play half an hour before the scheduled close. 

The next two tests were won, one each by M.C.C. and South. Africa. 

Programming computers to play Games is a convenient waY 

of understanding the methods whjch must be employed for the 

machine simulation uf human intellectual behaviour. Of all the 

games, chess still has the reputation of being considered as the 

intellectual game par excellence and so far it has defied all 

efforts at complete solution. This is because} the~ number of 

all possible positions of the Ehess pieces is of the order of 

1043 , which is a fo~idable number. Hence, the problem is not 

that of programming a mach:i.ne to play perfect chess, which is 

'-iuite impracticEl, or to play merely legal chess, which is trivial. 

But, the problem is to make the Computer play skilful chess, 

compfrable to that of an intelligent human player. The first 

complete chess program was written for the IBM 704 computer by 

A.Bernstein and his collaborators in 1958. This program requires 

about.8 minutes to make 8. mOVE, it looks four half-moves in 

advc.nce and it plaYs 8 respectable and none-too-obvious a game 

of chess. The c~mplexity of the problem ~ reduced by their 

program which selEcts for anal ysis seven most plausible moves out 

of the 30 or so possi ble moves. This selection is made on the 

basis of 8 questions which the program expiores in order. Qu?ting 

Bernstein these questions are the following: 
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"1 ~ Am' I in check, and, if so, can I capture the 
checking piece, interrose a piece, or move away? 

2. Are any exchanges possible and, if so, can I 
gain material advantage by entering upon the 
exchange, or should I move my man away? 

3. If I have not castled, can I do so now? 

4. Can I develop a minor piece? 

5. Can I occupy an open f'le? 

6. Do I have any men that I can put on the critical 
S4uares created by pawn chalns? 

7. Can I make a pawn move? 

8. C ... n I mCike a piece move?" 

It is to be observed that the choice nf questions and 

their order follows the common lore of the ehess world. A 

serious defect of this progrEim is its possibility of overlooking 

simple moves which maY late r h'lve very important conseY,uences. 

Several other groups in USA, Europe and USSR are working in 

this field to overcome such drawbacks. One such attempt is that 

of developing special Information Processing languages. 

A limi ted numbE'r of workers have programmed computers 

to play checkers or droughts, bridge, tic-tae-toe, nim and 

Vario us business and so-called war games. 

It is now generally accepted that computers can outperform 

man at certain simple games, especially if their human opponent 

is not clever at remembering the specific rules of the game c..nd 

the Various resulting possibilities. Certainly a human being 

feels a bit awkward afte r having beEn bEc,ten by a machtne in 

games like n~m or tic-tac-toe but at chess the outcomes are still 

debatablE. 
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frinting and Editing~ 

The printing and editing industry, was in the early 

sixties, more prepared than some other::industries for the 

introduction of the computer into production process. For, even 

ten or more years before the advent of the computers, the 
as 

employees were accustomed to paper tape/input to line-casting 

machines. !W0 of the most important aspects of automating 

printing are: Justification and Hyphenction. 

In printing,equal and even sPacing between words is the 

goal, but it is n0t necessary to have eXact spacing between the 

wo rds, for it is suffi ci ent if they .aI:I2.§.a!: to be equally spaced. 

InsuffiCient spacing causes words to "run tngether" and too 

generous spacing causes "rivers" of whi te on the page - both 

reduce the legibility for reading. Justification 1s the process 

of making a line tight in the column width being used. Justifi-

cati on in machine systems i ~ ordinarily pe rformed by an operator 

who increases or decreases spaCES betweEn words, sometimes 

inserting thin Spaces between the letters of the longest word 

and also hyphen~tes words whenever neces~ary. Programming a 

computer to adjust spacing has bEen found to be easier than 

programming a computer to hyphenate words. For, hyphenation 

points in English have been detennined more by literary tradition 

than by logic; thEre are mna;; ej~ceptions to the "rules" which 

do exist. It is vEry difficult to program for all the except10ns 

in a language wlli ch probauly contains 50,000 or 60,000 words. 
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Then, too, diction,aries used ES "standards" often differ among 

t\1emselves. All in c:ll, writing a hyphenation program has been 

found to be extremely difficult. 

One of the approaches to the problem of hyphenation is 

called the dictjonary look-up program. In this approach, lists 

of some G5,COO wmrds with all possible hyphenations indicated, 

are kept on duplicate reels of magnetic tape. ~fuenev€r the 

necessity for hyphenation occurs, the computer which can read 

forHard or backwarG at 10,000 characters per second, sec.;rches 

the magnetic reels for the hyphenation of the word. Such a 

dictionary must be updated fre~uently. In 1964 a II sin II , 
committed by a not upto-d2te hyphenation routine was to hyphenate 

a previously infre~uently encountered nEme which had become 

swiftly important on the Americc;D scene as "GCL-D'tlATER". 

When the compnte r t[,ke score 0 f the justi fi cati on and 

h:!phenation, not only are the clerks relieved by these bothera

tions while typesetting bill due to the elimination of loose and 

tight lines by the Computer prograrfE,-,es, the Computer brin§s 

out an out~ut which is more uniform in appearance. 

The North CamJina ComputEtion C E.ntre dFve10ped a program 

for UniVac 1105, a largE genEral purpose machine, to edit stories. 

All stories for an entire day foxm the input for the compmter 

at a time. As ebch story enters, it is converted to its corres

ponding computer printer code. These are stored on 8 magnetic 

tape which is printed on an off-line :dgI1-speed printer. 1tJorking 
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~nth the print out, the editor selects the stories he wishes 

til use, writes headllnes for them, indicEtes lines which he 

wishes to cut, prepares insertions cmd wii. tes direc.tions for 

merging stories. His :.: instructions are punched on cards in 

predetermined Formats. ThesE instructions are carried out by 

the compute r whi ch brings out the f i nal form in which a page 

cont ains two IO-inch colu~c ns of type, in capital lette rs. In 

1963, Computer programs for editing news items were 81so attempted. 

Initially the computers used to print all in Capital 

lette rs. Thi s frequently re suI ted in a non-standard notation 

which was difficult not only to read but E,lso to interpret in 

some Cases. This situati ( n has improved recently. Now, it is 

possible to obtain hi gh speed printing along with the typogra

phical 4uality of manuE,lly typeset m&terial. 

Publi shers are hoping th3 t one day it wjll be possi ble 

for a comput e r to automatically comr,ose a page for the newspaper 

starting from a type written page wi thout any humen hand 

touching it until it is finished and ready for the press. 

Machine Aids to Translation of Languages: 

Machine translation is becoming a multi-million dollar 

af f air - while the .Americans are eager to trans1 8te the rapidly 

increasing numbEr of Russian texts into English and the Russic:ns 

are trying to translate English texts into Russian, WE, Indians, 

are try i. ng to translate old English texts into the various 

regional languages. Computers are being programmed for doing 
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the' t'ranslati on for cE:rt ain pai rs of l~nguage s, like, Engli sh

' ~us. $~an., ·English-FrEiric.h, English-German etc. In the"early stages 

,1 of research in M&chine. Translation, word-for-wo rd tran.slatibn 
~ i devices which made use primarily of a dicti onary look-up were 
.~ 

J 
1 profosed. It waS found that such attempts lead to an out-put 

which could be transformed with the help of an expert post-editor 
! 

~ into p&ssable translations of the source text. To reduce the 
~~ 

'j 

j bu rden of the post -edi tor and to improve the word-for-word 
\ 
~ translation which WaS unsatisfactory for certain pairs of 

.~ 

1 
~ 
j .~?tlguages, it waS found that it would be advantageous to analyse 
1, . 

th.€: syntactic structure of the source sentencEs. Y.B .... r-Hillel 

{ Was thE, first to propose, in 1951, c. l.j,uasi.arithmattdilnotation 
~ 

for syntactic deSCription, for a mechanical determination of the 

constituent structure" of a given sentence. He considers the two 

fundamental catagories for English words to be nominals End 

sentences, denoted by n and s respectively. His methodE is 

~~st illustrated by his example of the simple sentence: 

Li ttle John sle pt soundly. 

In thi s SEntence "Li ttle" is c.n adj e cti val c.:nd it will be 

denoted by n/n (n super n), "slept" is an intransitiVE verbal 

which will be denoted by n\s (n sub s)~ Elnd "soundly" is an 

intransitive verbal advErbcl which will be denoted by (n"- s)\ 

(n\9) or n\s"\.n\s. The mechanical detenninetion of the 

consti tuent strueture of the sentence is bE,sed on the following 

two self-eXll,,8rJ.-atol'Y rulES of cancellation: 
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The symbols representing the \\0 rd seq,ueI"ce in the sentence 

will be written down, each symbol being s ,eparated from the next 

one by a comma. A series · of symbol se~uenc€s, where each 

se4uence results from the preceding se4uenC€ by A cancellation 

rule, is coIled a derivation. T he end result of the derivation 

is called its Exponent. The sentence is said to be well formEd 

if the Exponent is a single symbol. Let us write down one of 

t the possi ble de ri v ati ons fo r thE simple sentence menti oned above: 

J 
k 

, 

Little John slept soundJ.y 

l1!n , n 
~ 

n\h, 'Yl \ h \\11"\ f.> 

I \ I 
I I 

n ",,,f. , 
t 

\ 

)!, 

From the derivation we note t~ t the exponEnt is a Single, 

simple symbol and hence the sentenCE is well fOImed'. Soon, it 

was realized that this elegant mechanical method of det ~ rmining 

the syntactic structure fails in thE CESE of complex sentences, 

for the following reasons: 

For c ...... teGorizing English words~ it is necessary to 

distinguish various kinds of nominflls - viz. singular c:~nd plural, 

animc,te and inanimc;te. One should "Iso di stingui sh between 

'decl~rative' semtences and 'question' sentences. The situa-

.~ tion is furthe r compli cated sinCE a given word can belong to 

several categori€ s. For examI-le, the word "that" is often a 

nominal and used more often 2.S an adjectival. One should not 
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only take into accourt all possible categorizations of each 

word but also consider all the possiblE dErivations before 

arriving at the Exponent to decidE whether the sentence is 

well formed or not. Still worse, it is not clear whether 

assigning eC?ch word to a definite number of cE-tegories only 

would do at all. If it is neCEssary to E,ssign some words to an 

infinite number of categories then the mechanical determin2.tion 

of the syntactic structure of a sentence itself breaks down, 

since there is nc aSsurance that the number of derivations is 

fini te at all. 

To bring to light ar.other drawback of machine translation 

let us consider the sentence: 

The toy box wo.S found in the pen 

Assume, for the sake of simpli ci ty that the word IIpe'1l1 in 

English has only two mean-' nfs, viz. (1) a certai.n writing 

appliance end (ii) c. small enclosure for various purposes. 

Every reader wi th a sufficient kn01.vlEdge of English will auto

matically conclude that the word IIpenll hE.s the second of the 

two meanings ir;vthe present context. The reason why an intelli

gent humEm being is able to pi tch upon the correct meaning of 

the word is because of his knowlEdge of various other facto rs 

(in this context, his knowledge of the relEtive sizes of the 

boxes end pens comes to his rescue). But there seems to be no 

existing or im2ginable program which will enable the computer 

to chooseth1s correct meaning for the word. Even though such 
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ambiguities may not occur fre~uently in various documents, the 

very fact that the pos~ibility of such an occurrence cannot 

be ruled out points out that Full~' AutomEtic High Quality 

Trvnsl~tion (FAHQT) is out of 4uestion. 

Further, the best grammars in any language exhibit 

lacunoe ~nd fail to show the coherence re~uirej by the 
~ 
~ sophisticated computers. ThE. inadequaciEs of the available ., 
> 
4 
\1 grammars tos upply the rEquired inform2tion hc:..s made some 
j 

~ res€2rch workers pender as to whether the thtory of communication 
i 1... 3mong human beings by meCins of natural languages itself needs , 

1 
·1 

~ 
1 , 

1 
! 
I 
J 
1 
I 
i 
~ 

reconsideration End development before satisfactory mechani cal 

translEtion can be achieved. 

Since Fully Automatic High Qu~ity Tr~slation is not 

yet feasible due to the above mentioned reasons, what is being 

attempted is to mc..ke the reascnably high ~uality post-edited 

mechanical word -for-word trE:.nsle:ti ons ecbnomically (cost-wi se) 

worthwhile. Thus machines are being used <. s aids to transla-

tion. 

Opti c e;.l De si en: 

We me~ by an optic cl system, a system which consists 

of mirrors, lenses, and apertures as elements. To illistrate 

the pE.rameters involved in the deSign of an optic.:l system let 

us consider a system of two lenses and a diaphragm or stop. 
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The design Parameters here are: 

A - the stop or di aphragm ape rture, 

B - position of the stop, 

C- clear aperture of the lens element, 

D - outside diameter of a lens element, 

pvjY\c;Lpa,1 

Q?<l5 

S - separation distfnce between lens e~ments, 

T - th1cknes~ of a lens element, 

and besides these the refractive index of glass of which the 

lens elements are made and the curvature of the lens' surfaces 

are two more design parE!meters. 

The lens designer is given a set of specifications End 

a list of properties required of the finished product. With 

i he specifi ceti ons on hEnd, the t radi ti onal lens designe r draws 

on his experience and intuition to select. the necessary elements 

for the design. Then using thin lens e '-iuations - viz. e quati ons 

derived assuming the thickness of the lens to be negligible _ 

he arrives at a rough estimate of the design parameters. The 

next step is to take thE thickness of the lens into account. 
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Since several proce~uresrecommendsd by the theoreticians for 

the transition to thE thick lens case are cvailable, he chooses 

one of them. With the tentative numer:i.cbl values of the design 

parbmeters on hc,nd, the designer comes to grips with the real 

lens system~ Leaving aside the simple-minded concepts used 

so far, he resorts to complicated and sophisticated methods. 

He tries to eliminate the Siedel aberrations, viz. Spherical 

aberration, (!oma, Astigmatism, cUIVEture and Distortion, by 

varying the parameters. This is done in en iterative way_ The 

designer estimates from the size of the aberrations which and by 

how much the parameters should be changed. Having changed the 

parameters he recelculc,tes the &iedel abErrEtions which then 

provide a starting point for the next set of changes in the 

parameters. The atteml,ts to reduce the aber;rations to suffi-

cientJy small vCilues, maY take several weeks to several months 

depending upon the complexity, the skill and the luck of the 

designer!, Now the designEr tri.es to use eXact raY tracing 

formul&e to trace the peth cf light raYs from the obj ect field 

to the image field. The results are plotted on graph pape r to 

provide a visual display of the total aberrations. Once again 

the designer mc:kes careful edjustments of thE design parameters 

to reduce these aberrations. In this finEl analysis the lens 

designer relies on his experience and his bEg of tricks which he 

has c;cq'li red during hi s ~rofessj onal Career. These final 

adjustments can go on for months or even years before the 

aberrations are reduced to the desired minimum. 
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The development of the high-speed digital computers 

proceeded hand-in-hand with its application to optical design. 

From 1950 onwards, computers have been used for (i) calculating 

the aberr2tion coefficients and (i1) for automatic ray tracing. 

Optical design c~n be thought of as a feed-back process. The 

optic£l system at every stage is analysed by ray tracing, 

providing the aesigner with thE information he needs to improve 

it. To interpret ray tracing in & realistic manner a method 

1 called Spot di agrcm method has been developed. The rays from a 

single object point, distributed unifonnly over the ape.rture 

of the lens, after paSSing through the lens are intercepted by 

a plene. The imc;.ge points on the image rlane result in a set of 

spot diagrams, which cC'n be displayed on a C~tl1I> de ray tube. 

By 1562, almost all optical design in U.S.A. was done on small 

computers using tradition21 methods. A few desieners used 

automatic correction for Siedel 8berrations • . M~chines converted 

good designers into better ones. With the help of the machine 

the time involved in computing a design was reduced and the 

computer opened up new vistas for the designer. 

Most ~mbitious of all proposed routines is that for ~ 

fully automatic optical deSign, which is conceived as a program 

whi ch will lead to a complete de si gn without the inte IVention 

of the operator. Id€~lly the input would consi st only of the 

deSign specifiCations and desired characteI1.st1cs, leaving the 

task of deciding the number of lens elements, their refractive 
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indices and their overall configuration to the computer. At 

least till 1962, no such automEtic optical design program was 

known to exist. 

X-raY Cryst~llog£aphy: 

By X-ray crystallography is meant the study of Crystal 

structure by 8naly si s of X-ray diffraction patterns. A large 

portion of the research work in this fiEld, over the last 15 or 

20 years would not have bEen possible without the availability 

of computers. By 1956, routine procedures for the determina

tion and refinement of Crystal structures had been dsV"€loped 

and programmed. But since eVEry crystal structure poses its 

own problem, solving crystal structure continues to be some-

what of an art. 

The regular geometrical form of a Crystal is a consequence 

of the regular arrangement of atoms of which it is built up. 

When e monochromatic A-ray beam, of wavelength , is inCident 

on a row of equally spaced atoms, thE Electrons surrounding each 

atom will serve as sources for scattered Waves. These scattered 

Waves will reinforce each other when the path difference for 

raYs sCE.ttered by two adjacent atoms in the row corresponds to an 

integral number of Wave lengths. 
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If ct is the angle the incident beam nn ke s with the 'row of
':J 0

stom s (along the X-axi s), ot the angle the di ffracted beam
makes with the row of atoms and .Sl. the atom spacing along the
row, (see figure above) then the cord Ition for reinforcement
will be:

.a (cos~ -cos~c> ) = h/\

Similarly, b (cos f' ,J ) k.>"-cos pc =
s (cos '( -cos to ) :: f\.

since the crystal is three-dimensional. These are Laue e~ua-
tions. (h,k,t ) are called indices of the diffracted beam or
alternative~y the indices of a reflection, since they define
a plane whir.h reflects the incident beam into the diffracted
beam. The experimental data which the crystallographer requires
are the intensi ties of the diffracted beams for most of the
(h,lI,£) reflections giving significant scattering. These,
data may vary from 2 or 3 hund rcd to 20 or 30 thousand inten-
sities for single crystals of varying degrees of complexity.
Symmetry elements in the unit cell often CaUse the intensities
of certain orders of (h,k,£ ) reflections to be absent, and the
SPace group is deduced from these systematic absences, from
the equivalence of intensities for reflections and from the
variation of the average intensity of the beams with increasing
order of diffraction. Locating the positions of the atoms in
the uni t cell is much more difficult. Indeed, from a computa-
tional point of view, the methods of determining approximate
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atomic positiori~ in the cell and the refinement of these 

positions and the atomic shapes comprise most of Crystallography. 

It is customary to represent the di ffracted ray for 

each (h,k,£) reflection by a complex mumber, c[.lled the 

structure factor: 

The intensities of the diffracted l)Eam are then proportional 

to the structure amplitudes IFI2: 

I(hk~) at F(hk'£) F* (hk$l.) = IFI2 hkQ.. 

A Fourier synthesis first used by Patterson, in 1935, which 

has had a profound impact in Crystallography, is by means of 

the [uncti on: 

L 00 
-p (u'\Y\A7"J = -, L L 2-

V h k. Q=-Gt'> 

where Vis the volume of the unit cell. A peak in the 

Patterson function implies thE presence of two atoms in the 

structure separeted by the distance of the peak from the 

Patterson origin and oriented in the same direction. The result 

of the synthesis is a map which corresponds to the weighted 

vector set of a set of point atoms. The Patterson synthesis 

is known to (!ontain all the infolmc.tion needed to solve a 

Crystal stnlcture but it is often well hidaen. A classic 

eXample of this Fourier SynthESis is in the solution of thE 

structure of Vitamin Bl2, the most difficult crystal structure 
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solved so far, by Dorothy Hodgkin and co~workers in 1957. 

The Internationel Union of Crystallography compiled 

in 1962, c, world list of all computer programs. These programs 

are obtained by cryst8llor raphers from the authors. Nearly 

all the c~stallograph1c problems can be conveniently done on 

a computer which has a :::21< memory. A Careful job of deter

mining and refining the structure of a monoclinic crystal with 

7 to 10 atoms of intermediate difficulty is expected to consume 

about b to 6 hours on a fast mc.chine like CDC 3600 (which we 

have at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bombay). 
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